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Abstract
Designing and implementing a Knowledge Management System (KMS) in a Virtual Enterprise is a labour intensive and risky task. Solution prototypes (Pilots) are usually built to verify system effectiveness prior to final implementation. The paper proposes a methodology to guide this Pilot specifications definition process. These guidelines support engineers and knowledge experts in collaboratively defining functionalities, services, software components and performance indicators of the prototype. The methodology has been conceived and applied within the European project VIVACE, to support the development of a Knowledge Enabled Engineering (KEE) system in the aeronautical domain.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Developing and implementing a Knowledge Management System (KMS) aiming at supporting a collaborative working paradigm in a Virtual Enterprise, is a complex and risky task. Therefore, it would be useful to check, before embarking on a full scale implementation, if the solution satisfies initial expectations [1]. Physical prototypes (Pilots) are usually built for a preliminary evaluation of the KMS [2][3], to take the concepts out of the realm of theory and to provide empirical information of what can reasonably be expected by the new technology/methodology. However, it is not always easy to understand how to scale down the final system to obtain reliable feedbacks from the trials. The main aim of this paper is to present the methodology developed within the European project VIVACE [4][5] to support this Pilot specifications definition activity, dealing with the design and implementation of a Knowledge Enabled Engineering (KEE) solution in the aeronautical domain.

2 VIVACE KNOWLEDGE ENABLED ENGINEERING
VIVACE stands for ‘Value Improvement through a Virtual Aeronautical Collaborative Enterprise‘ and it is a €70M Integrated Project in the EC Sixth Framework Programme (FP6). The main goal of the project is to improve the aircraft design process developing “virtual products in a Virtual Enterprise”, pushing the European aeronautical industry to become the number one in the world with a market share of 50% in 2020 [6]. In such a context, the VIVACE Knowledge Enabled Engineering (KEE) Work Package aims to define and exploit advanced methods and tools to help companies in improving their engineering processes by leveraging past design experience. The main aim of this paper is to describe part of the work done by the KEE team to develop and implement this working approach. The methodology presented here supports the definition of KEE Pilot systems specifications and related evaluation metrics. The methodology is conceived as general purpose and can be applied also outside the boundaries of VIVACE.

3 THE USE OF DEMONSTRATION PROTOTYPES FOR KMS EVALUATION
As stated by several authors [7]-[9], the value of Knowledge Management (KM) is difficult to pinpoint as well as the real effectiveness of KM practices and technologies. Dealing with KMS design in a complex and multi-faceted environment, such as the Virtual Enterprise, is particularly challenging. The final full-scale system implementation is a significant investment [10]. It deeply impacts on design teams ways of working and on product development process performances [11]. Unexpected failures can cause big losses in terms of time and money. For these reasons a preliminary measurement of the KMS effectiveness has to be performed to better target the implementation at the real user needs [12].

An efficient way to validate KMS technology is to build a demonstration prototype [2][3][11]. On one side, prototyping spotlights hidden barriers and constraints limiting the capability of the system to correctly support the design process. On the other side, it helps in verifying users’ ability to deal effectively with the new technology. Moreover, data obtained by the simulation demonstrate to senior management and to domain experts the intelligent behaviour and economic value of the system [11].

3.1 Issues in Pilot design and implementation
Prototyping is widely applied to evaluate system performance, since it takes less time to build than a delivered system [13]. On the authors’ minds, however, the Knowledge Management area still lacks clear and commonly agreed guidelines to guide the Pilot specifications and metrics definition process [14].

A deep literature review in the Knowledge Management domain [15]-[20] has shown that very little attention has been given to the investigation of methodologies supporting Pilot design and implementation in all its phases. Piloting is more than just a proof of concepts. It involves gathering requirements for the requested functionalities, setting the infrastructure and landscape, and technically configuring the solution. On one side the Pilot should be small enough to make feasible its
implementation and testing. On the other side it should provide reliable information on the system’s behaviour, which means it should replicate exactly, in a smaller scale, final system services. To obtain the best trade-off, Pilot design needs to be supported by appropriate methods and tools in each step of the specification definition process.

Pilot selection

Pilot development takes the move from the selection of the sub-part of the design process to be tested. It is required to be meaningful for evaluation purposes and to give reliable feedback both for process owners and users. This choice deeply impacts on time and costs associated with the testing activity. Appropriate methods and tools should be applied to support the KMS design team with the identification of the process to be piloted, since this choice largely determines the effectiveness of the final tuning process.

Pilot features definition

Once the sub-part of the solution/process to be validated has been identified, the Pilot needs to be defined from a functional viewpoint. Since the Pilot is requested to address heterogeneous and partner-specific needs, methods and tools selected to support this specification definition task should be able to enhance communication and collaboration across several working groups.

Metrics set-up

Through piloting, the design team aims to verify whether the initial knowledge needs have been satisfied. A set of qualitative and quantitative indicators may be defined and measured, therefore, to provide information for the final tuning process. These indicators are required to be targeted with the scope of the implementation, to be consistent, reliable and easy to implement and measure.

Benchmarks identification

Information obtained by the trials needs to be correctly benchmarked to assess the effectiveness of the new working approach [21]. As-Is process performances are usually very difficult to retrieve and use for this purpose. Therefore, data obtained by the trials are usually compared with a set of pre-defined target values, which need to be carefully established, in order not to cause (in the case they are considered too ambitious) demotivation or lack of interest towards the KMS [22].

Social and behavioural issues

A successful implementation of a KMS is not just a matter of how the system is realised at a technical level, but is also deeply linked to behavioural and social aspects of Knowledge Management [23]-[25]. Relationships between individuals and teams can both enable or inhibit the effectiveness of Knowledge management. Encouraging users in overcoming their communication barriers and applying the new collaborative working paradigm in their daily work is one of the main purposes of every KM effort.

4 A METHODOLOGY TO DEVELOP PILOT IMPLEMENTATION SPECIFICATIONS

The KEE system developed in the frame of VIVACE aims to support a collaborative working paradigm in the Virtual Enterprise. It is conceived as a bridge between design teams - able to provide a common answer, in the form of a common KEE Platform, to heterogeneous and partner-specific knowledge-related issues.

Moving from the considerations outlined in the previous section, the Pilot design process is decomposed into 2 levels. The first Pilot, named Pilot Level 1, focuses on the evaluation of the KEE software related capabilities. The second Pilot, named Pilot Level 2, is implemented to test behavioural and social aspects of Knowledge Management inside the enterprise.

5 PILOT LEVEL 1 DESIGN APPROACH

The methodology applied to develop Pilot Level 1 transcends several steps, as outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Pilot Level 1 specifications definition approach. Initially, Use Cases (UCs) have been used to select the most meaningful part of the system to be piloted. The Scenario description provided a means to describe, for each UC, a first set of Pilot Knowledge Issues, then translated in form of specific Pilot Functional Requirements (FRs). FRs have been then refined and grouped in form of Platform Functional Requirements (PFRs) addressing common knowledge problems. Use Case-specific FRs, not addressed by any PFRs, have been cascaded down in parallel in order to identify a set of extension modules to be integrated with the common Pilot. PFRs have been then re-elaborated in form of Platform Service Requirements (PSRs), intended as a list of services providing the functionalities requested by the users. PSRs have been then mapped into a set of Solution Components (SCs), to define at a technical level the Pilot software architecture. In parallel, the attention has been oriented towards the definition of a set of metrics indicators and related benchmarks to be used for evaluation purpose.

5.1 Use Case Scenario for Pilot selection

First step of the Pilot specification activity is the selection of a sub-part of the Use Case Scenario (business cases showing knowledge management problems) relevant for the development and testing of the new solution. Scenario represents a possible way to use the system to accomplish some function the user desires [26]. This method has been applied since it is widely considered as one of the best known and most employed requirements elicitation techniques in the industry [27][28].
A preliminary As-Is analysis of these Scenarios has been performed to outline where most important knowledge management problems occurred in the design process. These descriptions helped in identifying the sub-part of the Use Case associated with the highest level knowledge needs. Pilots selected at this step mainly focused on knowledge identification and sharing aspects. Then, a Should-Be model has been built for each Use Case to make explicit future system developments and to collect ideas about the way the As-Is process could be improved.

Scenario representations provided a means to identify, clarify and classify Pilot knowledge issues. UML and IDEF modelling techniques have been used to support knowledge elicitation, formalisation and sharing. This user-oriented approach allowed improved common understanding on the problem domain, enhanced collaboration in Pilot design and promoted creativity among system's stakeholders.

5.2 Definition of Pilot level 1 specifications

Since a prototype usually addresses only a small part of the needs expressed by the users, a big effort is required to translate initial knowledge-related issues into the set of solution components the Pilot will include once implemented. This activity foresee several steps, presented in the following sections.

Making explicit and formalising Pilot Functional Requirements

The results of Should-Be process analysis have been formalised in the form of Knowledge-related Challenges (K-Challenges), then translated in Pilot Functional Requirements, expressing at a technical level how these challenges could be addressed by the Pilot functionalities.

FRs express services that the system must be able to perform without taking physical constraints into consideration. They can be considered as a sort of draft To-Be model of the process to be piloted. During the first iteration, FRs showed to be redundant, overlapping, and to differ in terms of formalisation and level of granularity. To better explain their meaning and purpose and to facilitate discussions between the partners, each Use Case responsible has been asked to formalise his Pilot To-Be vision in form of a mock-up. Mock-ups represented a first attempt to build a prototype of the final solution; they consist of a sequence of slides, representing Pilot’s interface screenshots, showing the way users can interact with the KEE system to solve their specific knowledge problems (Figure 2).

The mock-up shown in Figure 2 gives an intuitive and easily understandable description of how a single Pilot would be configured if implemented. Mock-ups greatly enhanced the capability of the design team to detect commonalities across UCs, preparing the ground for the development of the common Platform Pilot. IDEF and UML models have been also used, together with mock-ups, to go deeper in detail with the Pilots description.

FRs Harmonisation

The capability to address multiple and heterogeneous knowledge-related issues is crucial for any system aiming to link design teams with different competencies and responsibilities. Reaching an agreement on common Platform functionalities can be particularly hard in such a context, considering that each working team is most likely to be concerned about those behaviours of interest for their specific activity. However, these issues are rarely truly independent in practice, although they can seem to be poorly interrelated and linked together. Therefore, FRs previously identified have been reworked and synthesized to obtain so called Platform Functional Requirements (PFRs), representing the set of most important Platform functionalities to be piloted.

In order to ensure the Platform will cover all the relevant aspects of the knowledge lifecycle, PFRs have been collaboratively defined and categorised making use of the Knowledge LifeCycle (KLC) framework (Figure 3).

The KLC framework represents 8 steps in the knowledge lifecycle requiring specific Knowledge Management capabilities. It may be used as a base to classify methods, technologies and components supporting KM. Once PFRs have been collaboratively defined by partners at each step of the framework, it was decided to consider relevant for piloting purposes only those PFRs matched with 3 or more FRs coming from different Use Cases. Each PFR has been presented by means of description, expected input and output, links to other PFRs and a general example of its application. To make clear the meaning of PFRs, a second Mock-up has been developed and used for discussion purpose.

Definition of Platform Specifications

PFRs represent the Pilot just from a knowledge perspective. They do not include the basic management functionalities that are expected from any modern software application. Platform Service Requirements, defined collaboratively by system experts and process owners, collect a set of common software services needed to support the KEE capabilities in a real working environment. PSRs have been developed and grouped in nine different categories, named: Access, Administration Services, Context, K-Elements/K-Sources Management, Methodology and Organisation, Search, Security, System Integration and User Interface.

The list of PSRs has been mapped on PFRs using Quality Function Deployment (QFD) matrices. PSRs selected, the ones covering one or more PFRs, have been then mapped, always making use of QFD, on a list
of Solution Components (SCs) to define at a software level how the Pilot would be physically implemented.

**Definition of specific extension modules**

A similar approach has been followed to identify a set of extension modules to be integrated with the common Platform Pilot. These modules have been developed specifically to cover those FRs not addressed by any PFRs, but needed to answer important partner-specific issues. The KEE design team has been asked, therefore, to identify, for each UC, a set of specific Knowledge Elements (defined as elementary pieces of knowledge) and Knowledge Sources (containers of K-Element) to be integrated within the Platform. SCs defined at the end of this phase in some cases already existed within the companies, while sometimes they needed to be implemented specifically for the trials.

Service Requirements, Solution Components and the detailed list of Knowledge Sources to be integrated within the testing application constitute the main output of the Pilot implementation specification activity. This information has been used in the frame of the KEE development to physically build the testing environment and to design interconnections between heterogeneous software components and data warehouses.

**5.3 Metrics definition**

In parallel with the definition of the Pilot technical details, the KEE team focused also on the identification of a list of performance indicators to be measured during the test. In general terms, it is difficult to identify one “right” set of measures to give reliable and intuitive feedbacks on system effectiveness [21]. The complex nature of measurement in KM has resulted in a plethora of definitions [7] and this lack of standards leads to proliferation of measures and difficulty in comparison. [8]. Several general frameworks actually exist to evaluate KMS success, such as the Balanced Scorecard [29] the APQC method [30] the Skandia Navigator [31], the Intangible Assets Monitor [32], the IC index [33], the KP3 methodology [3], together with a number of more specific tools and methods [34]-[36].

These methods, however, have been mainly developed to support a post-implementation analysis, focusing on the measurement of the intellectual capital of an enterprise. Moreover, they are strongly oriented towards the evaluation of business performance, resulting in being too vague and too focused on the strategic companies’ objectives to be applied in the Pilot evaluation phase [37][38]. One on side, in the first steps of the implementation, the knowledge about the system is coarse and business estimates are very few reliable. On the other side, they do not suggest how to operate at a technical level to fix knowledge problems [7]. Metrics should include, at this step, heterogeneous types and classes of performance indicators to effectively communicate with all the key stakeholders [35].

To cope with these problems, the KEE design team proposes a new framework to guide the metrics selection task when dealing with the validation and testing of a KMS prototype. Together with this framework, a list of specific indicators reflecting the system’s usage and efficiency have been designed and implemented to obtain qualitative and quantitative data about Pilot behaviour. These measurements are also linked with a set of guidelines suggesting how to fix a proper benchmark to carry out the validation task.

**Classes of indicators**

Three classes of indicators have been defined in conjunction with Use Case owners and final users to give high quality feedbacks both at technological and methodological level (Cost of Implementation, Achievement of K-Challenges and New process advantages). Each indicator is identified by a name, a brief description, the unit of measurement (i.e. time, cost, frequency, etc.) and its specific domain of application.

**Cost of Implementation.** First group of indicators aims to directly estimate business outcomes prior to final implementation. A preliminary assessment of the KEE system impact on business performances may help, in fact, in determining the long-term viability of the initiative [22][39]. Better knowledge usage impacts on direct costs (material and labour costs), on overheads and on financial costs, producing in the long term a more efficient use of product development resources, decreasing product development time and production total costs.

**Achievement of K-Challenges.** These indicators directly show the success of implementing the KMS inside the companies. It is important to focus on factors that affect the ability to achieve strategic objectives [39], measuring the level on which initial K-Challenges are achieved. **Frequency of use, Degree of usability and Degree of accessibility** are three of the main parameters related to the capability of the Platform to share knowledge among all process stakeholders. Moreover, also the way in which K-Elements are formalised and updated in the databases and the way in which different K-Sources interact together is interesting to be measured and evaluated.

**New Process Advantages.** Evaluating the system just from a business perspective can be misleading and counter productive [38]. Metrics need to be expanded to capture the impact of the new knowledge management approach on organisational performances [40]. A different set of indicators, addressing time and quality issues has been elaborated, in order to show how product development process improves due to the new KEE solution. The effective use of information can substantially reduce the “time to market” for new products and improve its quality, reducing, for instance, the number of inconsistent results or the number of non-conformities found during a simulation process.

**5.4 Benchmark definition**

The KEE design team developed a specific set of benchmarks to assess Pilot effectiveness. They are not intended to be ideal system targets. On one hand it is not easy to determine what the “optimum solution” would look like, while, on the other hand too high expectations can often result in demotivation amongst systems stakeholders. The benchmarks proposed are not supposed to be optimal, but a sort of trade-off between an ideal target and a more realistic and practical provision. Their definition have been collaboratively led by Use Case and KEE experts according to their previous experiences in the field, to grant a more direct and intuitive comparison of system performances.

**6 PILOT LEVEL 2 SPECIFICATION APPROACH**

Improving Knowledge Management effectiveness is not just a technological issue. It is also important to educate users how to master the technology [10]. For this reason, the KEE design team adopted a multi-aspect approach by defining two levels of the Knowledge Enabled Solution to be implemented and tested. This second prototype, named Pilot Level 2, focus on the behavioural and methodological issues that arise from the necessary change in working practices as a result of implementing the KES Platform within an organisation.
A set of guidelines have been defined to suggest to users how to overcome their knowledge related problems within the company. They consist of good practice documents, lessons learnt, templates or perhaps validation of evidence of case studies from other organisations. Pilot Level 2 does not address any specific Use Case and the trials have been abstracted away from a specific process, to enable the guidelines to be generic.

6.1 Pilot Level 2 selection

Pilot Level 2 specification activity took the move from the identification of the high level VIVACE objectives strictly linked to specific knowledge matters, to tie the implementation into key business drivers for the organisation and to persuade users to change their working practices. Business requirements have been then cascaded down to specify important knowledge issues to be addressed at cultural and behavioural level. They mainly refer related to the possibility to increase cross-project and cross-departmental information sharing, to improve re-use of existing knowledge and to ensure intellectual property.

6.2 As-Is analysis of the process

An extensive As-Is analysis of working practices has been performed to capture user requirements (through interviews) and to outline most important knowledge aspects to be tested during the trial. Brainstorming sessions have been set up to help the KEE team to analyse how design teams worked with already in use technologies. This information has been used as a baseline to set up the Pilot Level 2 environment.

6.3 Pilot Level 2 specifications definition

The features undergoing Pilot Level 2 validation and testing have been grouped in four different categories: Methodologies for Lessons Learnt. The aim of this prototype is to test the capability to capture and communicate Lessons Learnt inside the company, addressing at the same time intellectual property management issues.

Gate Maturity Assessment trials provide a summary and recommendations on how to apply maturity techniques in a Stage-Gate process [41], in order to avoid costing iterations and to reduce design process lead-time.

Team Relationship Assessment trials deal with the analysis and validation of relationships and trust in collaboration between design teams. The main aim is to provide useful information on how to deploy these techniques in the context of a Virtual Enterprise.

Knowledge Sharing trials investigate how knowledge is captured, stored, accessed, exchanged, used and re-used throughout the Virtual Enterprise, and how social and organisational aspects enable or inhibit effective collaborative working.

6.4 Pilot Level 2 metrics definition

Pilot Level 2 metrics have to be designed with the scope to understand whether the trials have been beneficial and contribute to the KEE design overall goals. Guidelines effectiveness has been measured in terms of how they impact on the “collaborative technology” approach, measured on the basis of the As-Is design process performances. In order to maintain homogeneity with Pilot Level 1, indicators have been categorised into the three macro classes previously introduced.

On one side, users have been asked to assess whether outcomes and working processes were better, worse, or unchanged from their previous method of conducting business. These surveys and interviews helped the KEE design team to understand how the Pilot effectively performed against user requirements.

Quantitative measurements have been collected via network analysis and formal questionnaires to provide a “snapshot” of how the team operated and interacted during the tests. Time and quality indicators, compared with old system performances, underlined main improvements in the design process – i.e. number of design options investigated, thoroughness of the investigation of options and lead time reduction.

7 RESULTS

The final result of the Pilot specification definition activity is a set of tools and guidelines that enables Knowledge Management in a Virtual Enterprise environment. Two different demonstration prototypes have been developed. Pilot Level 1 concerns the application of a KEE system for the management of technical knowledge during the robust multi-disciplinary design of a turbine rotor disks. The prototype has been developed to support a modern Stage-Gate process and it enables engineers to search for applicable knowledge needed to accomplish their specific task. Pilot Level 2 is associated with a major product change for the re-design of a winglet. It focuses mainly on knowledge sharing aspects, showing how knowledge is captured, stored, accessed, exchanged, used and re-used throughout the Virtual Enterprise. Guidelines have been validated internally by two of the VIVACE partners, in order to obtain less subjective data from the tests.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The methodology presented in this paper proved “on the field” to be targeting the scope of VIVACE. It showed it was effective in improving communication among system stakeholders and in merging heterogeneous knowledge-related issues during the definition of Pilot technical details. However, further efforts are needed to assess the consistency of the methodology. First, it is difficult to understand how much the final Pilot configuration really reflects user requirements. Knowledge-related issues can evolve during specification definition process and an iterative mechanism could be helpful to continuously update system requirements during Pilot development.

Then, data reliability should be better analysed to verify how information obtained by the trials is influenced by the particular testing conditions. Use-cases usually don’t exist in real life in the way that they have been defined. Therefore, the Pilot is often not tested in the same To-Be environment that the solution was developed for. Providing reliable feedbacks, especially from a business point of view is particularly challenging in such a context. Streamlining and validating the Pilot design process is one of the main scopes of future researches in this field. It would be useful, moreover, to develop a set of guidelines helping the process stakeholders in correctly interpreting data obtained by the trials, to guide decision making during the tuning process.
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